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Course Description

Making music in groups is a widespread human activity and a powerful medium for nonverbal communication, social bonding, and cultural transmission. While essentially a vehicle for affective and aesthetic expression, group music making can also be viewed as a microcosm of social interaction to the extent that it draws on a broad spectrum of sensory, perceptual, cognitive, motor, and emotional processes that support collaborative behaviour more generally in everyday life. This course will address the mechanisms supporting human interaction through music from the perspectives of evolutionary biology, psychology, and cognitive neuroscience. The aim is to survey and critically evaluate state-of-the-art research on musical interaction, focusing on why do we do it, how it works (and what happens when it doesn’t), and potential implications for pedagogy and applications in clinical settings.

Learning Outcomes

By the end of this course, students will be able to:

- Critically evaluate theories on the evolution of music
- Link psychological mechanisms underlying group music making to more general social interaction
- Understand methods used to study brain structures and functions supporting real-time interpersonal coordination
- Perform quantitative analysis and assessment of individual differences in interpersonal coordination skills
- Delineate pathways that lead from basic research on music to impact in applied domains
Course Requirements

(1) Oral presentations (80% of the final grade). This will be up to two presentations (20 minutes each) selected from the set ‘Readings for presentation’. Grading criteria will be: Clear and concise communication of theory and/or findings, clear structure, time management, engaging delivery.

(2) Leading and participating in group discussions (20% of the final grade). Attendees will lead up to two group discussions on particular topics related to human interaction through music. Attendees are expected to be present during all sessions and to contribute with questions and comments to the discussions.

COURSE SCHEDULE

15 September 2016, 9:00-10:40. Introduction: What is musical interaction?

Basic concepts and definitions relevant to human interaction in musical contexts will be introduced in this session. Details about course requirements, learning outcomes, and assessments will be provided.

22 September 2016, 9:00-10:40. Why study musical interaction?

Music researchers have claimed that the study of human interaction through music can enrich the field of social cognition and cognitive science more broadly. It has been proposed that this is the case because the design features of music render it a domain well suited for balancing the trade-off between ecological validity and experimental control while parametrically modelling the complexity of human social interaction. Research adopting this approach has furthered our understanding of factors influencing the real-time dynamics of nonverbal communicative behaviour.

General background reading:


Readings for presentation:


**29 September 2016, 9:00-10:40. Evolutionary origins of music: Why do we do it?**

Despite music being a universal and ancient form of human communicative behavior, its evolutionary roots are widely considered to be mysterious. Influential accounts hold that music serves cooperative functions related to social cohesion, ultimately buttressing human society and culture, versus competitive functions linked to sexual selection. While this issue has traditionally proven to be divisive in the evolutionary biology of music, recent comparative approaches—where analogous behavioral displays are examined across species—suggest that music may serve cooperative and competitive functions simultaneously. An even more radical view is that capacities for group music making evolved for their own sake in humans and coincidentally happen to be useful for more general forms of social interaction.

General background reading:


Readings for presentation:


6 October 2016, 9:00-10:40. Psychological foundations: Musical entrainment & interpersonal coordination

The complex and varied patterns of interpersonal coordination that characterize group music making rely on the basic principle of entrainment. Entrainment—which generally entails the coupling of independently controlled rhythmic processes—is a widespread phenomenon in natural and built environments: Its effects can be observed in pendulum clocks that nudge each other into temporal alignment when mounted on a common support, in synchronously flashing fireflies and chorusing crickets, and during episodes of human interaction where interpersonal coordination emerges spontaneously or intentionally. Quantifying the strength and directionality of musical entrainment across timescales and modalities (sounds and body movements) provides a rich source of information about aspects of interpersonal coordination dynamics including leader-follower relations and mutual influence.

General background reading:


Readings for presentation:


13 October 2016, 9:00-10:40. Social foundations: Pro-social effects in adults

Psychological research on the social effects of interpersonal synchrony has shown that rhythmic coordination between individuals promotes feelings of affiliation, bonding, trust, and commitment, as well as overt cooperative behavior. Potential causes of these pro-social effects include blurring of the self-other distinction, positive enhancement of emotional state through activation of the brain’s reward system, and modulation of levels of hormones that influence sociality. The spontaneous emergence of pro-social tendencies through interpersonal synchrony may provide a foundation upon which complex and rewarding patterns of intentional coordination are built in musical contexts.

General background reading:


Readings for presentation:


20 October 2016, 9:00-10:40. Social foundations: Pro-social effects in children

It has been proposed that the roots of group music making can be found in the vocal and gestural exchanges that characterize mother-infant interaction. Basic social interaction abilities thus acquired early in life are gradually transformed through development into skills that allow individuals to achieve the fine temporal precision and flexibility required for interpersonal coordination in musical contexts. Recent work with young children points to the inherently social origins of these abilities by demonstrating that interpersonal synchrony leads to overt altruistic cooperative in toddlers and even infants.
General background reading:


Readings for presentation:


27 October 2016, 9:00-10:40. Psychological foundations: Knowledge

In many cultural traditions, individuals invest considerable time and effort in preparing for group musical performance through a combination of individual private practice and collaborative rehearsal. Group rehearsal allows performers to gain familiarity with the structure of each other’s parts and the expressive style in which these parts will be played. It has been proposed that such knowledge is represented in memory as shared performance goals, and that the degree of similarity between these shared representations across co-performers is an important determinant of ensemble cohesion.

General background reading:


Readings for presentation:


3 November 2016, 9:00-10:40. Psychological foundations: Online ‘ensemble skills’

Precise yet flexible interpersonal coordination during group music making is presumably facilitated by online sensorimotor and cognitive processes that allow co-performers to anticipate, attend, and adapt to each other’s actions in real time. On this view, an individual’s abilities related to these core ‘ensemble skills’ determine his or her ability to coordinate with others. Individual differences ensemble skills may thus constrain group cohesion.

General background reading:


Readings for presentation:


10 November 2016, 9:00-10:40. Practical session: Assessing coordination skills

Although interpersonal coordination in musical contexts is a universal human capacity, it is subject to large individual differences. Recent research has sought to
identify the underlying causes of these individual differences by combining behavioral experimentation on sensorimotor synchronization with computational modeling. The behavioral experiments typically employ laboratory tasks that require repetitive movements (e.g., finger taps or drum strokes) to be produced in time with sequences of auditory or visual events generated by a computer, sometimes while completing a concurrent secondary task. This approach yields objective measures of an individual’s anticipation, attention, and adaptation abilities. The functional processes behind these behavioral measures can be interrogated through computational modeling and computer simulations, allowing individual differences in the operation of mechanisms underlying the observed behavior to be estimated. This session will provide a practical introduction to these assessment methods. Outcomes of such assessment further our understanding of how sensorimotor and cognitive processes interact to determine the quality of interpersonal coordination, paving the way to developing techniques for enhancing the operation of these processes in pedagogical and clinical contexts.

General background reading:


17 November 2016, 9:00-10:40. Neurophysiological underpinnings: Brain networks for real-time coordination

The brain networks supporting temporal anticipation and adaptation during real-time coordination with external rhythms have been investigated in neuroimaging studies employing adaptive virtual partners and tempo-changing sequences resembling those found in music. This work has revealed neural networks comprising cortical and sub-cortical brain regions forming a sensorimotor timing hub with connections to other brain systems. These systems include—depending on task demands—cortical regions implicated in executive functions (working memory, attentional monitoring, and decision-making) and the so-called default mode network, as well as subcortical regions that regulate basic functions related to motivation, emotion, and the internal modelling of environmental events. The overlap in brain networks for temporal anticipation/adaptation and those
implicated in social-cognitive processes (e.g., empathic response) is especially noteworthy.

Readings for presentation:


**24 November 2016, 9:00-10:40. Neurophysiological underpinnings: Representing ‘self’ & ‘other’ in the brain**

Group music making is a balancing act that requires simultaneous self-other merging and self-other distinction. The integration of information related to one’s own part and others’ parts is necessary to represent shared goals and to monitor and evaluate joint action outcomes, while segregation between parts produced by self and others is necessary for agency attribution and autonomous movement control. Neurophysiological markers of simultaneous self-other integration and segregation have been identified in dual-EEG studies of musical duo performance and related brain stimulation studies that provide evidence for agent-specific representations at the level of the motor system.

Reading for presentation:


1 December 2016, 9:00-10:40. Neurophysiological underpinnings: Intra- and inter-brain neural entrainment

The capacity for entrainment between neural oscillatory activity in the brain and rhythms the external environment is the glue that holds together musical interaction, as it facilitates the coupling of motor processes in one individual with incoming perceptual information about the actions of others. Studies employing electroencephalography (EEG) have addressed neural entrainment using intra-brain and inter-brain approaches. The intra-brain approach examines the coherence and power of oscillatory activity within a single individual’s brain as an indirect measure of information flow and the entrainment of internal to external rhythms. The inter-brain approach attempts to shed light on interpersonal entrainment in rhythmic coordination tasks by directly examining the coherence of oscillations in neural activity recorded from the brains of co-acting individuals simultaneously with dual-EEG setups.

General background reading:


Readings for presentation:


Yun, K., Watanabe, K., & Shimojo, S. (2012). Interpersonal body and neural synchronization as a marker of implicit social interaction. *Scientific Reports, 2*, 959. doi:10.1038/srep00959

**8 December 2016, 9:00-10:40. Applications in assessing and treating clinical disorders**

Techniques based on musical interaction have proven to be effective in the rehabilitation of physical and social-emotional clinical disorders. Areas where these advances can be observed include the assessment and treatment of clinical conditions characterised by cognitive disturbances (dementia and aphasia), motor deficits (stroke and Parkinson’s disease), and social-communicative dysfunction (autism spectrum disorder).

General background reading:


Readings for presentation:


doi:10.1098/rstb.2015.0374